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JULY 2021back to live events cybersecurity market update

OPTIMISM AS THE WORLD REOPENS

We have had a wonderful start to summer at RAA and 
are excited for the second half of 2021, and hope you 
and your loved ones have as well! We’ve experienced 
clients celebrating wonderful milestones, offi ces 
reopening, baseball games, airshows, and a large 
number of plan review meetings (primarily through 
Zoom) to ensure our advisors are connecting with and 
helping you stay on track to live a rich and meaningful 
life.

The rest of the year’s calendar includes: trips to 
Oshkosh, the Reno Air Races, Tailhook, RAA Women’s 
events in San Diego and Dallas, and a Military 
Community event, as well as our advisors getting back 
on the road to meet clients in their homes. 

This last week, we were able to host some of our 
Airline Representatives in the offi ce for training and 
team building. Any time I am around this group, I am 
humbled by their willingness and desire to share RAA 
with their friends and colleagues. This desire stems from 
their belief that the people they fl y with are truly better 
off partnering with RAA for all their fi nancial planning 
needs, rather than doing it on their own or with any other 
fi rm.

The entire team at RAA - including advisors, client 
service representatives, estate planning specialists, 
the tax team, the IT and security team, marketing, 

investments, and the operations team - keeps this trust 
in the forefront of their minds as they do their jobs every 
day.

The articles in this quarter’s edition of The Compass
show that care in action. I hope you are able to take 
away some key items from the cybersecurity article. 
This tax season, we completed a record number 
of returns and are already preparing for year-end 
withholding, Roth conversion calculations, and other 
tax planning meetings. Ryan Gromatzky, Director of 
Research, provides insight into what is happening in 
the economy and how that informs our portfolios in the 
market update. 

The old adage, “You don’t know what you have until it 
is gone,” rang true as the months of the pandemic drug 
on and everyone missed interacting with family, friends, 
and each other. We are so thankful for all the activity 
that is now happening and we look forward to seeing 
you at one of your next reviews or our group events.

By Kat Schraeder, CFP®

RAA Vice President

tax update

WOULD YOU LIKE TO 
JOIN US AT OSHKOSH?

Be sure to take a look at the following 
page for information on where 

we will be, including a map to our site!



Wednesday, July 28th 

5:00 PM (before the night 
show) 

Camp Scholler   
Corner of Schaick & 20th  
RV Spot: L248 (see map)

 

Thursday, July 29th 
4:00 PM 

The Hangar Bar & Grill  
1485 W 20th Avenue  
Oshkosh, WI 54902

WE HOPE TO SEE YOU AT EAA AIRVENTURE 
OSHKOSH 2021!

RAA is excited to be a part of Oshkosh 2021. Come visit us at our camping spot or come to one of our happy hours 
to enjoy a cold drink and good company. In addition to the happy hours, we will also have water throughout the day 
at our camping spot. Details are listed below:

For any financial services firm, establishing defenses 
against cyberattacks must be a top priority. Not only 
does this include the protection of client data, but 
protection of all cloud-based systems and applications, 
physically and virtually. The challenge of designing a 
comprehensive and effective cybersecurity program 
continues to grow with our increased use of digital 
platforms and data. 

Fortunately, the fundamentals of effective cybersecurity 
remain largely unchanged: identify ongoing risks, protect 
critical infrastructure, detect specific threats, respond to 

cybersecurity events to mitigate damage, and prepare 
recovery plans to get back to business as usual after an 
event. 

Recent events have caused concern for some of our 
clients, so we thought we would take this opportunity 
to highlight some of the efforts RAA, Allworth, and our 
custodians are taking to protect you. On a company-
wide basis, our networks are monitored 24/7/365. Every 
key stroke made on any company device is recorded 
along with all network activity.  When any anomaly is 
detected, this gives us the ability to forensically examine 

LOOKING OUT FOR  
YOUR SECURITY ONLINE
By Gary Krasnov, AIF®, CLTC®

Vice President of Airline Strategy & Compliance
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the event in real time and take appropriate action. Our 
networks are backed up and mirrored at several offsite 
locations in diverse regional locations. This ensures that 
no natural disaster (think power outage in Dallas) shuts 
us down and that data is isolated from ransomware 
attacks. Systems are automatically rerouted to operating 
data centers.

Should a cyber-attack occur, RAA and Allworth have 
robust Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery 
plans in place. A real test to these plans arose with 
the COVID-19 pandemic, but I think you will agree that 
during this global tragedy, it was business as usual. If 
you didn’t ask, you couldn’t tell if your advisor was at 
home or at the office.

It is also important to understand the relationship 
between RAA and the custodians we work with, Fidelity 
and Schwab.  Fidelity and Schwab hold your assets, 
RAA does not.  RAA has access to trade and move 
assets through custodian provided platforms.  These 
platforms and cybersecurity measures our custodians 
take are among the most rigorous on Earth.   

All our custodians participate in groups such as the 
Financial Services Information Sharing and Analysis 
Center (FS-ISAC), as well as in cybersecurity exercises 
with Securities Industry and Financial Markets 
Association (SIFMA). They also collaborate with 
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) and 
other regulatory agencies. 

Even with all these protections in place, you are still the 
first line of defense in cybersecurity. Here are some 
ways that you can protect yourself:   

• Never send trading or distribution instructions via 
email or voicemail. 

• Create strong passwords and keep them protected, 
ideally use a password manager.  

• Keep the software on your devices up to date. 

• Use anti-virus software. 

• Exercise extreme caution when using public wireless 
networks. 

• Never respond to an email or fill out any requests for 
information on a website unless you’re confident in 
its authenticity and security. 

The best indication that a website is secure is a padlock 
icon next to the URL in the navigation bar. You can also 
look at your your browser’s web address. If the address 
starts with “https://” that means the site has an added 
layer of security that creates an encrypted connection 
between the web server and your browser. However, this 
is possible to “spoof”, which means it is not legitimate. 

Maintaining comprehensive controls and risk 
management programs is the most effective way 
to combat cybersecurity risks. As the environment 
and specific risks continue to evolve, we believe that 
maintaining a robust cybersecurity program—one 
that executes the fundamentals well, while adapting to 
evolving risks—is critical for today’s financial services 
firms. Through these programs, we work to mitigate 
costly financial and reputational risks, safeguarding the 
data - and trust - of our clients.

It’s been an interesting year, to say the least, and filing taxes for 2020 was no exception. We’ve seen stimulus payments, 
deadline extensions, and waivers for Required Minimum Distributions all affect taxpayers.  

Fortunately, we formalized RAA Tax Services’ partnership with Allworth Tax Solutions to gain access to additional 

2021 TAX LAW CHANGES AND TAX PLANNING 
By Kristi Cherry, CPA®  - RAA Tax Manager



resources during this unprecedented tax season. As 
we progress into the second half of this year, I wanted 
to update you on some of the considerations you can 
expect to see when you fi le your 2021 taxes. 

Retirement Plans
Required Minimum Distributions (RMDs) are back for 
2021. In 2020, taxpayers with an RMD due were able to 
skip taking an RMD without having to pay a penalty. But, 
this RMD suspension only applied for 2020. So, in 2021, 
anyone who is at least 72 years old by the end of the 
year is required to take an RMD. 

Many key dollar limits on retirement plans and IRAs 
remain the same for 2021. For example, the maximum 
contribution limits for 401(k), 403(b), and 457 plans stay 
at $19,500, while people born before 1972 can once 
again put in $6,500 more as a “catch-up” contribution.  

The 2021 contribution limit for traditional IRAs and Roth 
IRAs also stays steady at $6,000, plus $1,000 as an 
additional catch-up contribution for individuals age 
50 and up. However, the income ceilings on Roth 
IRA contributions went up. Contributions phase out in 
2021 at adjusted gross incomes (AGIs) of $198,000 
to $208,000 for couples and $125,000 to $140,000 for 
singles (up from $196,000 to $206,000 and $124,000 to 
$139,000, respectively, for 2020). 

Deduction phaseouts for traditional IRAs also start at 
higher levels in 2021, from AGIs of $105,000 to $125,000 
for couples and $66,000 to $76,000 for single fi lers (up 
from $104,000 to $124,000 and $65,000 to $75,000 for 
2020).  

Charitable Contributions
For the 2020 tax year, a new “above-the-
line” deduction was allowed for up to $300 of 
charitable cash contributions. Only people who claimed 
the standard deduction on their tax return (rather than 
claiming itemized deductions on Schedule A) could take 
this deduction. 

The write-off was originally scheduled to expire after 
2020, but it was later extended to 2021 – with one 
important enhancement. For 2020, one deduction was 
allowed per return, meaning married couples who fi led 
jointly could only deduct $300, not $600. However, 
for 2021, one deduction is allowed per person, which 
means married couples can deduct up to $600 on a joint 
2021 tax return. 

Child Tax Credit
The American Rescue Plan, also called the COVID-19

Stimulus Package, has substantially increased the value 
and eligibility of the Child Tax Credit (CTC) for the 2021 
tax year.  

For 2021, it now jumps from $2,000 to $3,000 for 
most children – but $3,600 for children fi ve years old 
and younger. The extra amount ($1,000 or $1,600) is 
reduced – potentially to zero – for families with higher 
incomes. If you are fi ling your tax return as a single 
person, the extra amount starts to phase out if your 
adjusted gross income is above $75,000. The phase-out 
begins at $112,500 for head-of-household fi lers and then 
to $150,000 for married couples fi ling a joint return. The 
credit amount is reduced further under the pre-existing 
$200,000/$400,000 phase-out rules. 

Tax Planning
Now that the tax fi ling season has come to an end, 
many of our clients take advantage of our tax planning 
guidance to prepare for next year. This is a great time to 
revisit your 2020 tax returns and work with your advisor 
and our tax team to determine what changes might be in 
your best interest for 2021 taxes. 

By working closely with your advisor, we can help you 
create a tax strategy that incorporates your overall 
fi nancial situation, needs, and any long or short-term 
implications. And, thanks to our partnership with Allworth 
Tax Solutions, there is even more tax knowledge 
available to you! 

If you have any questions about the tax law changes 
listed above, or if you would like to discuss your tax 
planning options, please contact your advisor.

THE WASHINGTON CARES ACT FUND

Washington State recently enacted a
mandatory payroll tax known as the WA 

Cares FundSM  to help fund long-term 
care benefi ts for eligible participants. 
For those affected, our team can help 
you understand this new tax and its 

implications for you.
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First, I hope everyone had a safe and happy Fourth of July, with the opportunity to enjoy time with family and friends 
as the economy continues to reopen more broadly. I know that my family is excited about life returning to normal, 
and I am sure you are too.

A Return to Normal
As we have discussed over the past several months, we expect above-trend growth this year due to pent-up demand 
and record stimulus. This is largely due to the economy reopening and consumers becoming more confi dent now 
that the U.S. is approaching herd immunity.

The U.S. has made 
signifi cant progress 
in its vaccination 
campaign, 
administering 
approximately 330 
million doses. This 
equates to 55.6% of 
the population having 
received at least 
one dose and 47.9% 
being fully vaccinated.

This has given 
consumers and 
governments 
additional confi dence 
to more broadly open 
the economy, and 

By Ryan Gromatzky - Director of Research

MARKET
UPDATE



we are seeing high-frequency data confi rm this trend. As an example, spending on oil, airline travel, lodging, and 
restaurants is back to or exceeding pre-pandemic levels.These areas of the U.S. economy are also experiencing 
above-trend infl ation, which is pushing CPI (a measure of infl ation) to multi-year highs. Listed below are CPI 
components that are experiencing some of the greatest infl ationary pressures on a year-over-year basis:

• Food Away from Home (Restaurants) = +4%
• Used Cars/Trucks = +29.7%
• Lodging Away from Home (Hotels) = +9%
• Transportation Services = +11.2%
• Car Rentals = +109.8%
• Car Insurance = +16.9%
• Public Transportation = +15.9%
• Airfare = +24.1%

As you can see, these components of CPI are 
directly tied to the U.S. economy reopening 
and are expected to be transitory in nature, 
while more durable infl ation categories like 
rent, owner’s equivalent rent, and health care 
remain within normal ranges as seen to the 
right.
Source: Guggenheim Investments, Haver Analytics. Data as of 
5/31/2021. OER stands for owner’s equivalent rent of primary 
residence.

The Federal Reserve Begins to React
The Federal Reserve (Fed), our nation’s 
central bank, met last month and noted that 
higher infl ationary pressures had gained 
momentum. While the committee left the Fed Funds Rate (overnight interest rates) unchanged, the Summary of 
Economic Projections (SEP) did experience signifi cant revisions. Most notably, the Fed boosted its 2021 forecasts 
for growth from 6.5% to 7.0% and infl ation projections for this year from 2.4% to 3.4%. In combination, these two 
factors led to important changes within the Fed’s “dot plot,” which is Fed members’ forecasts for the Fed Funds Rate. 
The updated “dot plot” indicated that 7 of its 18 members now expect overnight rates to be higher by the end of 
2022. In addition, 13 members expect these rates to be higher by the end of 2023. These shifts pushed the median 
projection to two rate hikes (from zero) by the end of 2023. Below is an illustration of the Fed’s “dot plot.”
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Overall, the Fed still sees infl ationary pressures as temporary. However, the committee is acknowledging the higher 
costs associated with reopening, and these, coupled with higher growth expectations, could cause infl ationary 
pressures to remain elevated longer than expected.

Additionally, with higher growth expectations, the Fed has begun “talking about talking about” tapering its bond 
purchases. While asset purchases will remain at current levels of about $120 billion per month, the Fed is looking to 
slowly remove this accommodation. As such, a reduction of asset purchases will be their fi rst step in doing so. The 
Fed will provide additional clarifi cation about its plans as it gets closer to tapering. The committee will attempt to be 
transparent about its plans to reduce bond purchases so as not to disrupt the orderly functioning of markets.

The Bottom Line
Markets experienced a bout of volatility last month as investors adjusted to renewed fears of infl ation and what 
impact that might have on Fed policy moving forward. The bottom line is that while the Fed still considers the current 
level of infl ation to be transitory, infl ation risks remain skewed to the upside due to the U.S. economy reopening and 
higher growth.

Fed Governor James Bullard of St. Louis added to anxieties after making remarks on June 18th stating that the fi rst 
increase to the Fed Funds Rate could be in 2022. Markets are currently pricing in a 67% probability of at least one 
hike by the end of 2022.

However, it is important to remember that small increases in the Fed Funds Rate don’t materially affect economic 
growth. Historically, it is the aggregate effect of multiple rounds of Fed tightening that slows growth in combination 
with an exogenous shock that leads to recessions – not the initial tightening measures that we are discussing today.

Rest assured that we continue to closely monitor the many factors that can impact the economy. Periods of market 
turbulence, like the one experienced last month, are normal and reinforce the need to maintain a diversifi ed portfolio 
as part of your overall fi nancial plan. Please contact your advisor if you have any questions about this update or your 
fi nancial plan.

All data unless otherwise noted is from Bloomberg. Past performance does not guarantee future results. Any stock market transaction can result in either 
profi t or loss.

Additionally, the commentary should also be viewed in the context of the broad market and general economic conditions prevailing during the periods 
covered by the provided information. Market and economic conditions could change in the future, producing materially different returns. Investment 
strategies may be subject to various types of risk of loss including, but not limited to, market risk, credit risk, interest rate risk, infl ation risk, currency risk 
and political risk. This commentary has been prepared solely for informational purposes, and is not an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy 
or sell, any security or instrument or to participate in any particular trading strategy or an offer of investment advisory services. Investment advisory and 
management services are offered only pursuant to a written Investment Advisory Agreement, which investors are urged to read and consider carefully in 
determining whether such agreement is suitable for their individual needs and circumstances. 

RAA and its affi liates and its employees may have positions in and may affect transactions in securities and instruments mentioned in these profi les and 
reports. Some of the investments discussed or recommended may be unsuitable for certain investors depending on their specifi c investment objectives and 
fi nancial position. RAA is an SEC-registered investment advisor that provides advisory services for discretionary individually managed accounts. To request 
a copy of RAA’s current Form ADV Part 2, please call our Compliance department at 916-482-2196.



15725 Dallas Parkway, Suite 220
Addison, TX 75001
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The views and opinions expressed in this newsletter are intended for informational purposes only and should not be construed as individual investment advice. Actual recommendations are provided by RAA 
following consultation and are custom-tailored to each investor’s unique needs and circumstances. The information contained herein is from sources believed to be accurate and reliable. However, RAA accepts 
no legal responsibility for any errors or omissions. Investments in stocks, bonds and mutual funds may increase or decrease in value. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Any included charts and 
graphs are not recommendations for the purchase and sale of any security.

visit us at 
raa.com

or call us at
800.321.9123


